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In the 11 departments within the college of liberal arts students
are offered majors within the limits of the bachelor of arts degree.
In one department-English-there is already one major, with
another in the process of development. The recently announced
major in journalism will be given under the English department.
The English department is the largest single department on the
campus with 11 regular members and George Weldon, instructor
in journalism, also considered to be a member.
Bro. William Wehrle, S.M., is the department chairman with
Dr. Lawrence Boll, S.M.; Rev. James Donnelly, S.M.; Bro. George
Kohles, S.M.; Bro. Thomas Price, S.M.; Bro. Stanley Mathews,
S.M.; and R. Kathleen Whetro, Lester Conner, Dr. Evangeline
Bollinger, Rocco Donatelli, John Rouch and Weldon.
The courses range from composition and the usually expected
literature to specialized courses in Francis Thompson, Milton,
Browning, Poe, Chaucer, and the ever-present Shakespeare.
The history department includes Wilfred Steiner, chairman of
the department; Robert O 'Donnell, Erving Beauregard and Edwin
King, '49. The members have been quite active on the community
service front, participating in numerous public discussion series,
lectures and television programs. The members have also been
writing for the Dayton Daily News series "You and Your World."
Twelve credit hours of history are required of all students in
liberal arts and it is the aim of the department to show these
students basic inter-relationships and show them the lessons of
history rather than make professional historians of them.
The history honorary fraternity is the only national honorary
society on the campus at the moment.
The language department keeps its emphasis on the modern
languages as far as campus students are concerned. French, Span·
ish, Germa n and Russian are taught.
Members of the department include Dr. John R. Perz, S.M.,
chairman; Dr. Justus Rosenberg and Dr. Klara Reyst.
Here the objective is as much the intellectual exercise in logic
and thinking as it is the actual language proficiency for itself.
The music department fu nctions not alone in- the liberal arts
program. It also does a job in teaching teachers to teach music
within the education department.
In addition it, like the art department, offers its own degree,
that of bachelor of music. Roughly half of the work in this pro·
gram is specialized music courses.
There are now four full-time members of the department in·
eluding Chairman Maurice Reichard, '35; Betty Thomas, '44;
Very! Zech and Lawrence Tagg.
Over and above being dea n of the college of liberal arts and
sciences, Rev. Edmund Rhodes, S.M., is the chairman of the de·
partment of philosophy as well.
With Fr. Rhodes are: Rev. Joseph Bruder, S.M.; Dr. Richard
R. Baker; Rev. Charles C. Bloemer, S.M.; Edward Harkenrider
and George Weldon.
In many ways the philosophy courses are the core of the liberal
arts at U D . For all students must have at least a minor in
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philosophy. May we repeat the statement
from the catalog quoted in the last issue,
"The University regards a special feature
of its educational program the training given
to all its students in the field of philosophy
in order to achieve the objectives of life integration, character formation and responsible

citizenship."
Political science is right now one of the
smallest of the departments within the program in terms of number of faculty. Bro.
Albert Rose, S.M., is chairman with Bro.
Richard Liebler, S.M., assisting him.
The influence of the department outweighs its size, however. Both men are constantly on the go and are much in demand
to speak before groups in the city.
On campus they are constantly at work
keeping their materials up to date with the
latest reference materials and documents of
all kinds.
Their students go in three directionslaw school, foreign service and civil service, according to Bro. Rose.
A department which has become very active in the last year or two is the psychology
department. Rev. Raymond Roesch, S.M.,
is the chairman with Mrs. Margaret Gallico,
Harold Bevan, Dr. Charles Scheidler, Dr.
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Antos Rancurello, and Lloyd Rensel, '43 .
Much work has been done in strengthening the courses and presentations in the
department and they cooperated wholeheartedly in the self-evaluation ot the education division which has been carried on
during the last year.
The department has established a new set
of offices in Chaminade Hall, including some
experimental testing rooms.
The basis of all good education whether
or not it be Catholic should be religious
principles. UD's insistence on the place of
religion in the curriculum is one of its great
strengths.
Fr. Edwin Leimkuhler, S.M., is chairman
of the department of religion assisted by
Fr. Charles Hofstetter, Fr. Philip Hoelle, Fr.
Francis Rocha and Fr. Bernard Stueve.
Fr. Leimkuhler also serves as chaplain for
the University in charge of all its religious
functions as a university.
Dr. Edward Huth, chairman of the department of sociology, has a national reputation to such an extent that he is currently
completing the second year of a two-year
term as president of the National Catholic
Family Life Conference, an organ of the
National Catholic Welfare Conference in

Washington.
The other member of the sociology department is Mr. Nicholas Kaschak.
Starting with general sociOlogy and continuing through urban and rural social work,
and community organization, the department
also offers a course in police administration
which has attracted some interest.
Rev. Charle$ Preisinger, S.M., is the head
of the department of speech which includes
John McGrath, George Biersack, '52, and
Robert Shea.
The accent in the speech training is on
giving each student some lasting experience
and training which will help him in his
future life.
In addition the men of the department
also handle the University Players, and Biersack handles the Dayton Educational Television Foundation and television courses on
the campus.
Each and every department adds its bit to
the entire picture of good, basic liberal arts
training in the Catholic tradition, giving
broad education to its students.
Ofttimes these days this good, solid but
unspectacular job is missed by many people.
Its importance can never be overrated.
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THEY PLAY IT
Does local industry hire our graduates? The
answer is a resounding yes. And to look at
one of these industries and see just what
kind of jobs our graduates are doing, we took
a trip around the Frigidaire Division of
General Motors a few weeks ago looking
for UD alums on the job.
As you know, Frigidaire is one of five
General Motors Divisions in Dayton and
we chose them because we found they had
recently surveyed their employees to see
from which college or university they came.
Right away we were given a list of 78
ex-Hilltoppers who were on the payroll at
one of the five plants of Frigidaire in the
City Beautiful.
Before we were half through walking the
miles of aisleways past hundreds and hundreds of machines, halls with scores of doors
and oodles of offices, we found that the UD
alums at Frigidaire are making a large contribution to the success of the company.
Some of the men graduated 30 years ago,
some as little as two or three years ago. And
we found, not surprisingly either, that there
is another large gang of the Frigid airians
currently enrolled in our night classes. Something over 110 future alumni on the books
now.
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AT FRIGIDAIRE
The largest group in any one department
turned up behind those well-guarded portals in Research and Future Products. The
assista nt chief engineer in charge, R. E.
" Dick" Gould, told us prou dly of "his" boys
from U D .
They're engineers and junior engineers,
project engineers, members of the test group
and on the drafting board. What they're
working on we'll have to wait -to find out
but you can bet it's all very interesting.
Our list had eight names on it in that
office but we found that one, Elmer P. ]ira,
'54, had worked there while a student and
was now in the Army. Larry Passalacqua,
'52, was in Detroit on special assignment;
and ]. E. Lorenz, '54, had just left on military leave.
Then we took a walk. Those we saw surround this article in the pictures we took.
Those we didn 't see but heard about are
doing well. In fact, we didn't hear a sour
word or criticism of any U D 'er on the whole
trip.
Such fellows as Bill Wise, '3 1, who is
general foreman of the process lab down at
plant three and his two men, Charlie Benbow, '38, process engineer and Carl Kratzler,
'52, in manufacturing process.

P. ]. Buckley, '30, and E. ]. Krach, '50,
in the tax and insura nce department ; Howard Houser, '34, in the product planning
appliance sales department; and R. L.
Mercer, '36, appliance engineering.
Then there's Marvin Talmage, '43, in the
commercial product application department.
Hubert Kline, '32, director of industrial hygiene and sanitary engineering and his twin
brother, Alison, an engineer.
Jack Bramlage, ' 26, is back in Dayton
from New York and is supervisor ot branch
budgets.
R. S. Choate, '3 5, is foreman of factory
service.
There are five fellows in the commercial
engineering department: Calvin Conn, '51;
C. B. Demann, ' 19; R. E. Fleming, '10; R. N.
Mantey, '47; James D . Olcolt, '41; R. L.
Puterbaugh, '50; ]. H . Specht, '50; and Nelson D . Wolf, '53 .
Other fellows round and about the plants
include: T . E. Davidson, '51, and Robert
Mercer, '36 , in appliance engineering
department.
Then there's ]. A. Erickson, '52, in the
office manager's office; Charles A. Fahrig,
UD Alumnus June 1955

IN HOUSEHOLD ENGINEERING: L-R: Marion Tucker, '48; Carl Petkwitz, '25; Dave Siebenthaler, '35; Earl Moorman, '49; and AI
Kuhn , '30.

PROCESS ENGINEERING AT PLANT 2: Jack Cherry, '51 ; Howard
Monnin, '51; and Clyde Brenner, '49.

'43, in the Canadian and export department;
and G. T. Federspiel, '50, in commercial
sales planning.

James Hartzel, '49, is in appliance market
research; Wallis Moore, '52, is in the traffi c
department.

Over in credits and collections there's
Elaine Glossinger, '44; J . W . Porter, '53, is
in the order and billing department; and in
audit ing there 's N. Smith.

Louis "Frosty" Suttman, '51, after a pe·
ri od with the Parade of Progress, is now in
product service.

R. H . Joh nson, '27, is the general foreman
of facto ry service; F. B. Moorm an, '26, is
superintenden t of maintenance in plant 4
at Moraine City; Eugene R. Sprinkel, '42,
is genera l foreman of the electricians; D on·
aid F. Stine, '30, is foreman in the process
specification division .

Charlotte M. Wentz, '42, is working in
the sealed·in unit warranty service depart·
ment.
Elmer Will, '37, is manager of the south·
eastern zone in commercial zone sales and
travels about three weeks out of four in
his territory.

APPLIANCE SALES PLANNING: Clarke Kirby, '41, supervisor; Dick
Howe, '44; and Bob Ames, '50.

John Will, '29, is in the prod uct ware·
housing and shipping end of things.
A flock of engi neering jobs are held by
these fellows: Ed O'Toole, '40, in air condi·
tioning engineering; Tom F. Page, Jr., ' 54, in
material and process engineering; J . W .
Vannorsdall, ' 53, in ma nufacturing process ;
Vi c Williamitis , '3 8, and W . H . Wilson,
'4 8, in material process engmeering along
with J . W . Woeste, '48.
A wonderful bunch of guys doing some
big jobs for a big company in a big wa y
to make us all proud of them.

RESEARCH AND FUTURE PRODUCTS MEN : Mike Kerezsi, '41; Dave
Timmer, '48; Bob Kral , '50; Jim Miller, '50; and Jim Jacobs, '54 .
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YOUNGEST COLLEGE PRESIDENT?
program will be limited to the liberal arts
m a two-year course leading to the Associate in Arts degree.
Fr. Mackey went to the Islands last summer after teaching at St. Mary's College in
California.
H e has spent the last year in familia rizing
himself with the educational problems of
the Islands and talking to high school students individuall y and in groups about their
problems.
In announcing the opening of the college
Fr. Macke y said, "Everyone rea lizes that
facilities in the ex isting, and in the projected institutions, will not be adequate to
meet demands of our young leaders who are
grad uating from high school.
"Our objectives will remain the same that
He may be the youngest college president
in the United States. That's Rev. Robert R. have inspired our educational policies and
Mackey, S.M ., '43, who at 34 has been practices for almost 75 years in these Islands.
named as president of the new St. Louis We believe that a liberal arts program per meated with a sound phil osophy recognizing
Junior College in H awaii.
The coll ege is the newest educational unit the Fatherhood of God and the Brotherhood
of the Society of Mar y and will open for of Man is the best expression of our prinstudents next fall. For the time being the ciples of higher education."

"Doc" Wohlleben Honored
The Ohio Chapter of the American Institute
of Chemists gave Bro. William Wohlleben,
S.M., our beloved "Doc," its highest prize,
the coveted Ohio Award in ceremonies held
at the Mayflower Hotel in Akron on April
15.
The Award was presented to Doc for his
"outstanding accomplishments in the field
of chemistry both as a profession and as
a science."
He was introduced by Dr. Ray P. Dinsmore, president-elect of the American Institute, and member of the Ohio chapter.
Many of Doc's former students from all
the years were in the group attending the
meeting. Among them were: Robert Schantz,
Richard Carson, Reuben Sacks, Ray Fitz,
Stuart Armstrong, John Crowley, Walter
Krantz, Renate Altwicker, Bob Fremgen,
Walter Stephans and Charles Gebhardt.
Federico Ferrarra came the longest distance, all the way from Mexico, especially
for the meeting.
Attending from the University were Fr.
Seebold, Bro. Cletus Chudd and Carl Michaelis of the chemistry department; and
Dr. Robert Wilson of the chemical engineering department.
In addition Doc received many congratulatory messages from others who were unable to be present. Among those sending
such messages were: Victor Emanuel, Dr.
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Rev. Florian Enders, S.M.,
Dies Unexpectedly
A fami liar face on the campus and at
all UD sports events has disappeared.
Rev . Florian Enders, S.M., assistant
professor of philosophy, died suddenly
on Fr iday, Fe bruary 18.
He had been taken seri.Jusly ill the
prev ious Sunday evening with an inflamation of the pancreas.
Fr. Enders joined the Society of Mary
in 1921 and was ordained in 1937. He
joined the UD faculty first in 1942 an d
became a member of the philosophy d epartment in 1944.
His warm smile and interest in all his
students and his winning ways in the
classroom are already being missed .

Carroll Hochwalt, Larry Strattner, Ed Freeh,
E. W. Fasig, Louis Wilks, George Kirby,
Joe Schaefer, C. M . McFarla nd and the U D
gang at NCR including Lawrence H ibbert,
John Russell, Keith Erd, T ed Brown, Euge ne Peirson, Joseph Scarpell i and Fred
Schiller.

ENGINEERING GRADS
COMPLETE GOOD RECORD
UD grads wh o have taken the examinations
of the Ohio State Board of Registration for
Professional Engineers have maintained a
consistently hig h record, according to the
results of a study made by Bro. Andrew
Weber, recently retired professor of mecha nical engineering.

First Hawaiian Marianist
Priest Is Ordained

Bro. Joseph Priestley, S.M., '47, became the
firs t Marianist priest from Hawaii when he
was ordained in the Chapel of the Maria nist
International Seminar y in Fribourg on
April 17.
Fr. Priestley attended Cathedra l Grade
School and St. Louis College, both Marianist
schools in H onolulu. After graduation from
U D he taught a year at Cathedral Lati n
School, Cleveland and then returned to the
Islands and taught at St. Joseph H igh and
St. Louis College.
Fr. Priestley becomes the first priest in the
Society from H awaii. The Society first came
to the Islands in 1883 and now mainta ins
three schools and a parish. They are the
largest religious group in H awaii.

H is study covers the last eig ht yea rs du ring which alum ni of the five engi neering
departments of U D took the exams for
fu ll registratio n or for engineer-in-training.
Indicative of U D 's standing is the fact
tha t Anthony ]. Evers of the class of ' 53
scored hig hest in the state in the electrica l
engineering exam with a score of 99. O n
three previous occasions U D grads have also
scored high in the state. H arry F. Gaeke,
'49, was high in civil engineering, and D ale
Go u beaux, '5 1, was high in mechanica l
engi neering.
Over the eig ht-year period, U D has had
91.3 pe r cent of those taking the exam pass
it. In 1948 all U D students taking the test
passed it.
In 1947, 1948 and 1950 the chemical engi neering departme nt had a per fect record;
the civil engineeri ng department in 1949,
1950 a nd 1954; the electrical engi nee ring
departme nt in 1948, 1949, 1950 and 195 4;
the indust rial engineering department in
1952; and the mechanical engi neering depart ment in 1947, 1948, 1949, 1952 and
aga in in 1953.
UD Alumnus June 1955

I WAS A POLIO PIONEER
The Story of the Polio Vaccine Evaluation Center
By One Who Was Part of It
ED. NOTE: Jim Tum busch, '52, was loaned
to the University of Michigan's Poliomyelitis
Vaccine Evaluation Center by the Communicable Disease Center of the U. S. Public
Health Service. We asked him for permission to tell his story, which is presented in
his own words below.
Jim was granted his bachelor of science
in math at UD in 1952 and a master of
mathematical statistics degree from Purdue
University in May 1954.
He was then assigned to the Epidemic
Intelligence Service Unit of the USPH Communicable Disease Center in Atlanta.
The Salk poliomyelitis vaccme IS composed of the three known types of virus,
killed by formaldehyde and diluted in aqueous solution. The theory behind the use of
the vaccine is the following: A person contracts polio when one of the three types of
virus invades the body.
The presence of the virus causes building
of anti-bodies in the blood and thus the
person is immune to that type. The vaccine
contains the killed virus, which will not
cause disease but will create anti-bodies to
all three types.
Announcement was made in the fall of
1953 by the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis of its decision to conduct a
large field trial in the prevention of polio
with the Salk vaccine.
The University of Michigan was chosen
as the center and the university officials
agreed to provide facilities for the Center
directed by Dr. Thomas Francis.
Selection of the field trial areas was made
by consideration of those cities or counties
having a consistently high previous polio
rate and other factors such as the availability of adequately organized local health
departments.
Two basic types of areas were included in
the study: Observed Control Areas, wherein
all participating second graders were vaccinated while the first and third graders
were kept under dbservation for occurrence
of polio in comparison with the second graders. There were 127 observed areas in 33
states with a total enrollment of 1,080,680.
Placebo Control Areas wherein the first
three grades were combined-half of the
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participating children received the vaccme
and the others received a solution of similar
appearance called a placebo which had no
influence on immunity. There were 84 placebo control areas in 11 states with an enrollment of 749,236.
The placebo areas yielded conclusions
which are statistically more sound. There
are two reasons for this (a) in the placebo
area the children receiving the vaccine were
known only at the Center in Ann Arbor
and doctors examining possible cases would
not tend to disregard mild symptoms in the
case of a vaccinated child-if they did the
results would be biased toward the vaccine;
and (b) in placebo areas one need only
compare vaccinates with placebo children
to test the results, but in observed areas it
was difficult to choose comparison groups
due to age differences and environmental
differences.
The Ohio areas in the study- Montgomery and Richland counties-were placebo
control areas. Blood samples were taken
from two per cent of the children in all areas
in order to evaluate the ability of the vaccine to create and maintain certain anti-body
levels.
Much of my time was spent in evaluation
of methods for analysis and presentation of
the laboratory results from these blood
samples.
Each child in this sample was bled three
times, before innoculation, one week after
the three innoculations, and live months
after the innoculation schedule in order to
determine how long a certain anti-body level
would be maintained. This will determine
whether a child will need additional vaccination at some later date.
The tremendous clinical program was accomplished according to plan during April,
May and June 1954. The first part of the
evaluation was that of collecting and verifying basic information on each of the
1,829,916 children in the study.
The data on each child were placed on
punch cards, and tables describing the population were prepared, which would serve as
denominators over which discovered cases
would be placed. Thus polio attack rates in

vaccinated versus control groups would be
determined.
The second stage of the evaluation was
the discovery and investigation of all cases
or suspected cases of polio in the study
group. The various steps in the investigation were: initial case report, clinical and
epidemiological report, muscle evaluation
for paralytic status, and laboratory study
of the stool and blood specimen. The cases
were thus classified into non-paral ytic, bulbar, paralytic, etc.
I took part in many conferences with
members of the staff concerning statistical
techniques necessary in the evaluation . Various facets of the program were discussed
including selection of a representative sample of children from the study population in
order that a survey could be made of socioeconomic characteristics of certain groups;
consiceration of the proper group to be used
as controls in the observed control area; consideration of the method to be used in the
analysis and presentation of laboratory data
on the anti-body level of the paired blood
samples from the study children; and drafting various tables and charts for use in the
final report of the evaluation.
During my assignment in Ann Arbor, I
was also responsible for several routine jobs
of interest to the evaluation staff.
These include the compilation and classification of all 1952, 1953 and 195 4 polio
cases from the 6-9 year age group in the
study areas. Further, accurate estimates of
the population 1n the same age group were
obtained so that case rates could be computed. The comparison of the 1952 and
1953 rates with those of 1954 gives a rough
idea of the efficacy of the vaccine since the
6-9 year age group coincides coughly with
the first three grades.
My assignment in Ann Arbor was for a
period of six months. The Ohio Department
of Health had previously requested the
services of a statistician. Thus, I received
orders effective February 15 transferring me
to the Ohio Department of Health, where
I am now biostatistician for the Division of
Communicable Diseases for the department.
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FIVE NEW TEAMS TO INVADE UD FIELDHOUSE

Sports
How Green Is My Valley?
Face lifting started early on the hilltop. The
puffed pork-chop was deflated for the last
time one Friday night in May and on Monday the stadium was well on its way to a
bald eagle coiffeur.
Plush green carpets are to await Flyer
grid warriors next fall not only in the stadium but on the practice field as well. Dayton is graduating from the ground glass and
gravel environments to green gras~ where
young men can bounce off the ground without leaving part of their hide behind.
The University, which installed a sprinkling system in the stadium last summer,
has already installed one on the practice
field and as soon as the stadium is finished,
sodding of the practice area is to get underway.

A Helping Hand
Once again the Flyers Club Inc. came
forward this spring to ask how it could help.
A campaign climaxed by the spring foot ball game brought in added revenue to assist
in the renovation projects. Paul Heckman
and George Strassberg served as cochairmen
of the campaign.
Jack Brown and Hank Malloy were game
co-chai rmen; Bill Lemhaus was trusted with
the money and Bud Walters handled publicity.

Pep's Peeps
Wanna get inside dope ... be sure to send
in that order for press books .. . see the
back cover of this Alumnus . . . Loote nants
are in the nooz ... Andy Zulli of the Army
came up to see the spring game . . . Don
D onoher, also Army, is in Germany . ..
Tony Kramer, Marines, is back in this country . . . Bobby Recker will coach new St.
Francis De Sales High in T oledo . . . civilian
and ex-Marine D anny O 'Brien has left
Chaminade for Cuyahoga Falls High this
fall.
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Five new teams will invade the University
of Dayton fieldhouse next winter as Flyer
fans get a look at some of the old "toughies"
in a schedule spiced with these newcomers.
A 15-game home card and an 11-road
game schedule highlighted by the K entucky
Invitational Tournament at Lexington, K y.,
has been announced by Harry C. Baujan,
U D athletic director.
Tommy Blackburn's Flyers will open the
season Dec. 1 against George Pepperdine
of California, one of the five new teams on
the schedule. Other new faces are the University of Idaho, Washington and Lee, Seattle and St. Francis of Loretta, Pa.
The Fl yers defeated St. Francis in overtime in the semi-finals of the NIT but the
Pennsylvania school will be making its first
appearance in the fieldhouse.
In the Kentucky tourney, which will be
played Dec. 20-21, will be Minnesota of the
Big Ten, Utah of the Skyline conference,
Kentucky of the Southeastern conference
and independent D ayton.
The Flyers will also return to Madison
Square Garden where they will meet Iona
and Dayton will get a look at Loyola of the
South's new fieldhouse in New Orleans
where the Sugar Bowl basketball tourney
will be held. The Flyers will meet Loyola
there Feb. 4.
H ome-and-home games with Louisville,
Duquesne and the three traditionals- Cincinnati, Miami and Xavier- are scheduled.
Back on the cage card after a year 's absence are Eastern Kentucky and Chicago
Loyola.

Villanova, Memphis State and the Golden
Gusties of Gustavus Adolphus will be met
in Dayton with Toledo and Canisius other
road opponents.
The complete schedule follows:
D ec.

1.. .......... ---···· ····----· George Pepperdine

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

3---······-·---·····----- -- Gustavus Ado! ph us
7....... ---····-··- ------·· ·--·- ----·····Miami (0.)
10 ............ ------·· -·--- ---- ····-··- -----·· at Toledo
14 .... ---···· ·-·-----···· ·· -·-University of Idaho
16 .. -----········-·-·····---- ---·-·--- - at Cincinnati
20-2l.. ..... ....... Kentucky Invitational at
Lexington, Ky.- Kentucky,
Minnesota, Utah

Dec. 28 ... -····-·-----·· ·-··- ---Washington and Lee
Jan . 5--·-----···· ··-·--------------·····-·----- Duquesne
Jan. 7..... .Iona at Madison Square Garden
Jan. 14 ............... .Canisius at Buffalo, N. Y.
Jan. 18 .......... ----····- ·-------· ··-··-- ---··· · Villanova
Jan. 21 .......... ---·-···-------···----·----···-------- Xavier
Jan. 28 ........ ------------------··-·---- --····-- Louisville
Feb. 1.. .... ----···· ··------· ··--·· ·Loyola of Chicago
Feb. 4 ..... ....... Loyola of the South at New
Orleans, La.
Feb. 8 ........ ---··· ·-·-----··- --------- at Miami (0.)
Feb. 11.. ... ---····------· ··--- --····St. Francis (Pa.)
Feb. 15 --- --·- -··· ·------····-- ----··-··- Memphis State
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

17 ··-··---·····-----· ··----····· ·--· ------at Louisville
19 .... ---······---······- -- -·-· ·--··----··· ···at Xavier
22 ........ ---··· ···---·····--·--- -·····------···· · Seattle
25 ........ ---····----··· ·--·- --- Eastern Kentucky

Feb. 29.----- ····----··· ··-- -·-····--· ·····-· at Duquesne
Mar. 3----······----···--·--·······-----·····-- - Cincinnati

Jack Butler Joins
Dayton Grid Staff

spends his off-season months in the smoky
city.

Newest member of the Flyers' coaching staff
is young Jack Butler, a St. Bonaventure
graduate who came to Da yton out of the
pro ranks.
Butler, 26, played no high school football
but heard nothing else from two roommates
at the Bonnie school so decided to try his
luck. There he played end for Hugh Devore
and later Joe Bach.
Upon graduation in 1951 he joined the
Pittsburgh Steelers and was with them until
joining the Flyer staff. Butler played a defensive halfback when the Steelers had the
ball and upon occasions took a swing at
offensive end.
In that respect he was a parallel of Clive
Rush, who performed these chores for Green
Bay. Rush now is with Woody Hayes' staff
at Ohio State. Butler will handle the varsity
ends and the frosh squad next fall.
Butler's home is in Pittsburgh and he

A nine game football schedule for Coach
Hugh Devore's 1955 Flyers has been announced. H owever, Harry Baujan, UD athletic director, reported that he still is seeking
an additional home game.
The Flyers will play five of their nine
games at night. The Chattanooga game on
October 29 has been designated as H omecoming.

HERE'S FLYER GRID CARD

Sept. 24 at University of Cincinnati (night)
Oct.

1 Kent State Un iversity (night)

Oct.

8 at University of Louisville (night)

Oct.

15 Xav ier University (night)

Oct.

22 at University of Tennessee

Oct.

29 University of Chattanooga
(Homecoming}

Nov.

6 at Holy Cross Uni versity

Nov. 12 Miami (0. ) University
Nov. 19 at Mississippi Southern (n ight)
O th er Sports o n Pa ge 16
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Flying Flye rs Ron Finotti (61 ) and AI Shanen (67 ) head for crash landings as Red Raider
quarterback Vic Kristopa itis ( 10 ) cha rge s up to upset Wh ite Knights' Johnny Bettinger (40 ).
Raiders failed to contain Bettinger who sco red twice as Knights won 34-0 in spring clash .

Jerry Bush (32) halts a short jaunt by Don
Zimmerman ( 11 ). Both figure prominently
in fall picture.

FLYER GRIDDERS BANK FIRES OF HOPE; BETTINGER WINS LT. KURDZIEL TROPHY
There was a touch of Bobby (Rambl in')
Recker in U D. Stadium that night as a
shaken and weary Johnny Betti nger stepped
up to receive the initial Lt. Stan Kurdziel
Memorial trophy from its sponsor, Jerry von
Mohr.
Spri ng football had ended and fires of
hope had been banked with the cautious belief that they may blaze brightly on the hilltop next fall as a new era enters its second
year.
Bettinger is a link between the fading
past (a colorful era of Gutbrods, Boks,
Delps, Ka-Nes, Langes, Nolls, and Reekers)
and those hopes of the future. H e's one reason for those hopes.
The Toledo you ngster was cut from the
squad as a frosh. Recker, Dayton's popular
little rambler of another era, interceded with
the coaching staff. Johnny rejoined the
squad. Played enough to letter as a sophomore. Twice earned starting roles last fa ll
only to be beset by injuries.
This spring he took over the No. 1 left Linebacker Joe Ca llahan (55 ) bats down a
p a ss i ntended f or Be tt in g er . Ca ll ah an
leaves Army in June.

half position and hung on. He led the ball
carriers, scored twice and played fine defensive ball as his White Kn ight teammates
refused to be carried away on their shields
and squelched the Red Raiders 34-0 before
approximately 5000 fans.
That healthy (for the footba ll picture)
turnout was the result of a Flyers Club Inc.
campaign and renewed interest in the gridiron out on the hilltop .
This is an enthusiastic young bunch Hugh
D evore and his staff have begun whipping
into shape. They'll get not onl y inspired
leadership on the field from their co-captains
Jim Katcavage and Jack Muldowney, but
top-flight play as well.
Competition for positions always makes
for a better ball club. The Flyers have that
competition.
There will be a more complete rundown
of the squad in the September issue of the
Alumnus. Meanwhile it would be well to
keep in mind that although the Flyers are
getting stronger-so is the opposition.
Ike Chaney (74) gets a hunk of Chuck
Muzi o's elbow in spring game. Injured
Claude Chaney missed game.

Besides the Lt. Kurdziel trophy 17 Flyers
won awards for proficien cy in spring drills.
These trophies were donated by the Flyers
Club. They went to :
Most Improved Lineman ....Jack Muldowney
Most Improved Back. ...................Jerry Bush
Best Blocker Ends ...................................... Steve Bosway
Guards ................................ Gerald Krause
T ackles ........................................ Al Weckle
Centers ....................................Joe Callahan
Fullbacks ................................ Bernie Burke
Best ReceiversEnds .......................................... Tom Curtin
Backs ........................................ Billy Smith
Best PassingCenters ................................D ino Gounaris
Quarterbacks .................. D on Zimmerman
H alfbacks .......................... Claude Chaney
Best Punting................................ Walt Porter
Best Extra Points ..........................Jerry Ward
Best Kicking Off.............................. Joe Slater
Outstanding Frosh Lineman ........ Al Shanen
Outstanding Frosh Back. ...........D ave Huber
Jim Ducato , lower left, sidetracks AI
Weckle (77) as Billy Smith slips through .
No. 76 is Jack Muldowney.

f!Je

Bieren
Department
Reads

THEY TEACH LIBERAL ARTS
10
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Alumnus Editor Resigns

• This is the last issue of the ALUMN US under the hand of its current editor, Jim Clarke.
Jim has resigned from the University staff to join the Standard Register Company. Jim will
be sorely missed on the hilltop, but the ALUMNUS staff and his countless friends at the
University join in wishing him well in his new position.

Annual Faculty Picnic

• The annual faculty picnic, sponsored by the University of Dayton Women's Club, was
held on Saturday, May 21, at Waldruhe Park. Mrs. Edwin King was in charge of arrangements.

Busy Man on Faculty

• Associa te Professor of Mathematics Morris ]. Kreider will be a very busy man at Commencement. ln addition to his own faculty duties at graduation, he will have to hurry down
to Oxford, Ohio, to see both his wife and his daughter graduate from Miami University.
Mrs. Kreider, a UD class of '51 graduate, is receiving her master's degree in education at
Miami. To top off a very busy schedule, Professor Kreider 's daughter, Marta, is marrying
Robert Krebs the very next day. Congratulations all around.

Beautiful Weather for May Day
Celebration

• Beautiful weather contributed to making this year's MAY DAY FOR MARY a lovely
and most inspiring occasion. Patricia Falke, education senior, was May Queen, attended by
Patricia Russell and Rebecca Strominger. Very Rev. Andrew L. Seebold officiated, assisted
by Rev. Edmund L. Rhodes, Rev. James E. Donnelly, and Rev. Charles J. Hofstetter. University Chaplain Rev. Edwin M. Leimkuhler was in charge of the arrangements and procession. The ROTC color guard and the Monogram Club assisted Father Leimkuhler
and the University Mixed Chorus sang under the direction of Mr. Lawrence Tagg. Hundreds of students, faculty, alumni, and friends participated in the celebration.

Alumni Men Hit the Late News

• From the late news we find that Joe Poelking, '32, has been named to his fourth term as
president of the Dayton Bowling Proprietors' Association . Mr. Poelking is also active in
state and national associations. Also in the news was an article by Earl Wilson, the Broadway columnist, concerning Werner ]. "Jim" Losh, '50. Mr. Wilson has been interested in
Jim's song-writing career and succeeded in arranging a meeting with Irving Berlin by
introducing Jim as his "cousin."

Lay Board Membership Reaches
Full Strength

• The Associate Board of Lay Trustees recently reached its full membership strength with
the acceptances of L. L. Warriner, President, Master Electric Company; Lewis Polk, President, Sheffield Corporation; George Mead, President, Mead Corporation; and Dr. Walter
A. Reiling, M.D . The officers of the board are: President, Samuel L. Finn, of the law firm
of Estabrook, Finn & McKee; Vice-President, David L. Rike, President, Rike-Kumler
Company; Secretary, Merle P. Smith, General Manager, Joyce-Cridland Company; and
Treasurer, Walter H. J. Behm, President, Winters National Bank and Trust Company.
The other members of the board are S. C. Allyn, President, National Cash Register Company; Edwin G. Becker, of Becker, Loeb & Becker; James M. Cox, Jr., Dayton Daily News;
Harry F. Finke, Finke Engineering Company; Michael J. Gibbons, Jr., President M. J.
Gibbons Supply Company; Clarence H . Gosiger, President, The C. H. Gosiger Machinery
Company; Carroll A. Hochwalt, Vice-President- Research, Development and EngineeringMonsanto Chemical Company; Kenneth C. Long, President, Dayton Power & Light Company; Robert S. Oelman, Executive Vice-President, National Cash Register Company;
M. A. Spayd, President, Standard Register Company; George E. Walther, Sr., President,
Dayton Steel Foundry Company; and Dwight Young, Dayton Journal Herald.

Spring Football Game Provides
Extra Excitement

• Excitement over the fine showing of our football players was not the whole story for at
least three of the spectators at the Spring Football Game. These were the three winners of
the $1000 prize drawings. Miss Maralyn Karl of Dayton was the first to be called for the
big money. Her winning ticket had been sold by senior student Russell Sweetman. Freshman
Class President Denis Kelly won the second $1000. He had bought his ticket from James
Hartigan, also a senior. Denis is in school on academic scholarship and his many friends
were as thrilled as he was when his name was called. The third winner was Frank Davis
of Dayton who bought his ticket at the gate just at game time. Sweetman and Hartigan
each received $100 for selling winning tickets. The Flyers Club, sponsors of the spring game,
have announced gross receipts on the event of $10,900 for a net of $5800. The money is to
be used for resodding the stadium gridiron, improving the practice field, and for constructing a baseball field. Work has already begun on the project.

Chem Engineers of '50 Join at
Dinner

• The 1950 graduates in Chemical Engineering held a Class Dinner at Suttmiller's on May
21st. Honored guests were Bro. William ]. Wohlleben, S.M., Head of the Department of
Chemical Engineering, and Dr. A. J. Sofianopoulos, Professor of Chemical Engineering.
Among the class members were George Nunez, visiting from Guadelajaro, Mexico, H.
Horman, A. Kohnen, E. Krein, M. Luthman, J. Kittredge, W. Recher, and R. Smith.
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1926

Class-ics
1904
REV. ALOYS ANGEL who is helping his
brother, Rev. Fred Angel at St. Wendeln's
Church, Pittsburgh, was a rabid rooter for
UD at the NIT in New York.

1909
Jo E CooK's Parkinson's Disease has kept
him inactive for the last 16 years but he
still remembers his friends at UD. He is
living at Clinton Hollow, Staatsburg, New
York.

1912
RoB ERT GRAY is in the land of sunshine and
can be reached through P . 0 . Box 1246,
Lake Wales, Florida.

1914
WILLIAM K UNTZ was elected president of
the Peter Kuntz Company and the Peter
Kuntz Lumber Company succeeding his late
brother Martin, ' 12.

1921
J ACK WINTERMEYER who is associated with
Airkem, " for the ait of refinement," was
a campus visitor this spring for the first time
in 20 years.

1923
RoB ERT RENNER of the East Dayton Tool
and Die Company has been elected a member of the Board of the Dayton Chamber
of Commerce for the commg year.

MR. and MRs. ANDREW AMAN, JR., had a
trip to Hawaii on the "Lurline" in late
March where they stayed at the Halekulani
Hotel.
E. J. LANGEN is manager of the Union Ice
Company in Chico, California, one of America 's oldest and largest refrigeration service
organizations. He visited the campus in
mid-March.
CYRIL STELZER has moved to Milwaukee
where he is living at 2720 North 85th.

1928
JosEPH F. REIS has moved from Aliquippa,
Penn., to 21557 Detroit Rd., Rocky River,
Ohio.

Wish we'd known ahead of time so we
might have gotten a picture.

1935
WILLIAM ]. BRADLEY, his wife and children
spent a month of vacation with his parents
in Dayton. He is living in Rio de Janeiro.
CoL. WALTER HABERER is in Germany with
his wife and family, serving with the Headquarters of the 802 F. A. Bn., at APO 35.

1936
DANIEL E. O'KEEFE was granted his doctorate in philosophy from the University of
Minnesota in March.
H. C. TAYLOR has moved from Athens to
Elyria, Ohio, with the Ohio Fuel Gas Co.

1929

1937

REV. (MAJ.) JOHN FINKE is back in the
states from service in Newfoundland with
the Air Force and is currently at Box 199,
Route 2, Clinton, Maryland .
MICHAEL F. MORAN will move his Moran
Paint Company from Dayton to a new plant
on a five-a cre tract on Fairgrounds Ave. in
Xen ia within the next year.

REV. NICHOLAS NEGOLA IS now assigned to
Sacred Heart Church, Dover, New Jersey.

1931
LT. CoL. HARVEY YosT has been appointed
director of administration of the New Orleans port of embarkation . He served in
K orea 1948-51. Since then he has been chief
of continental planning branch, plans and
intelligence, Office of the Chief of Transportation.

1933
J UDGE RODNEY LOVE was sworn in for his
second six-year term as judge of the M ontgomery County Probate Court on the first
of February.
GERALD OFFICE is practicing law in the
Callahan Building, Dayton, and living at
3717 Sieber Avenue.

1938
E. RAY ARN is having a good deal of success
with his Dayton company, Film Associates,
making motion picture films for commercial
advertising and television purposes. Ray also
films all UD football games and some of the
basketball games.
HERB WHALEN, JR., won a place on the
million-dollar Round Table of the Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Co. for the
third year, making him a life member.

1939
GEORGE DOONAN has moved from Joliet,
Ill., to 1720 Linneman, Glenview, Ill.

1940

1934

LANDIS GEPHART received his doctorate of
philosophy in mathematics at the University
of Florida, Gainesville, in January and he is
now a research mathematician at the Wright
Air Development Center in Dayton .
MELVIN J. MuELLER works for the Nooter
Corp., steel and alloy plate fabricators, in
St. Louis and lives in Collinsville, Illinois.

The class held its annual dinner in Dayton
at the King Cole restaurant on April 9 with
Bro. Wohlleben. This was the 21st annual
meeting of the group and "Doc" reports
that everyone was present.

JoHN BURNS has moved from Bay Village,
Ohio to 1518 E. San Miguel, Phoenix, Ariz.
EARL HENDRICKS has had great success with

1941

1925
JoHN L. R u ssELL is the secretary of the
Cincinnati archdiocesan Council of the National Council of Catholic Men and as such
attended the national convention in Boston
in late April.
E. A. SCHNEIDER has been given the St.
George Award for outstanding work and
leadership in the Catholic Boy Scout work
in Wheeling, W . Va. He has now moved
from Wheeling to 5470 Bradna Drive, Los
Angeles, California.
MERLE P. SMITH has been elected first vicepresident of the Dayton Chamber of Commerce beginning May 1.
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CLASSIC HIGHLIGHTS
WILLIAM KUNTZ, president Kuntz Lumber Company . . . . . . . . see
E. A. SCHNEIDER gets St. George Award . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . see
LT. COL. HARVEY YOST appointed to New Orleans . . . . . . . . . . see
HERB WHALEN, JR. makes Million Dollar Roundtable . . . . . . . . see
EARL HENDRICKS' book a success . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . see
VINCENT POEPPELMEIER becomes assistant superintendent . .. see
DR. MICHAEL HALEY, JR., president of dental society. . .
. see
JIM HORVATH joins public relations staH of Chest . . . . . . . . . . see
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1931
1938
1941
1941
1942
1952
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JUNIOR JtUHNI
Daughter to Mr. and Mrs. ERVIN BALZUWEIT, '51, en April!.
Son, Roy, Jr., to RoY and PATRICIA SHERMAN BEGLEY, '51, April 21.
Third child, second boy, Daniel M., to Dr.
and Mrs. ART BoK, '50, February 15.
First child, Christine, to JosEPH and FREDA
MOREHART BROWNE, '53, March 9.
Second child, first son, to Mr. and Mrs.
JEROME C. BUTLER, '49, March 9.
Son, to STANLEY and GwEN CHMIEL, '47,
on April 12.
Seventh child, third daughter, Ruth E., to
Dr. and Mrs. JoHN DuCHAK, '31, on March
21.
Third child, first daughter, Antoinette A.,
to Mr. and Mrs. R. J. DucKRO, '51, April 11.
First child, Julie T., to CHARLES and ALMA
CuLP ELWORTH, '53, Rochester, N. Y.
Daughter, Nancy L., to Mr. and Mrs. WILLIAM FREMONT, '53, November 22.
Son , Thomas, Jr., to ToM and RosiE
KRAMER FRERICKS, ' 54, February 20.
Third child, second daughter, Geri Lynn,
to HANK and SHIRLEY FROELICH, '47, on
December 11.
First child, Timothy A., to Lt. and Mrs.
JoHN W. GANNON, ' 53, Ft. Richardson,
Alaska, March 23.
Son, to RAMIRO and SHIRLEY GARCIA, '54,
February 19.
Fourth child, fourth daughter, Susan ]., to
LANDIS, '40 and '48, and ELVERA VOCKE
GERHART, '4 1, December 2.
First child, Carol Sue, to Mr. and Mrs.
RICHARD GRAFTON, '50, Park Forest, Ill.,
December 25.
First child, Emily L., to JACK and ELEANOR
LOWRY GRIFO, '48, Knoxville, Tenn.
Fourth child, second son, William ]., to Mr.
and Mrs. THOMAS HoCHWALT, '50, on April
14.
First child, Mary ]., to Mr. and Mrs. J.
FRED HowE, '34, Evanston, Ill., March 30.
First child, Robert E., to CLAYTON and
MARY ANN SLATTERY JANK, ' 51, February
10, Hamilton, Ohio.
Second child, second daughter, Jane E., to
Mr. and Mrs. WILLIAM LANGE, '50, on
March 11.
Seventh child, fifth son, to Dr. and Mrs.
E. J . McLAUGHLIN, '45, January 31.
Daughter, Susan M., to Mr. and Mrs. RAYMOND MUNGER, '50, April 14.
First child, Helen M ., to Pfc. PAUL and
WILDA B. OswEILER, ' 52, San Antonio,
Texas, March 2.
Fourth child, second son, Gregory M., to
Capt. and Mrs. ROBERT PFEIFFER, '49.
Third child, third son, Mathias ]., to ToM
and MARIANNE ROLL PHILLIPS, '51, on
March 11.
Daughter, to WILLIAM and MARY RAIFF,
'47, February 22 .
Daughter, Gabrielle A., to DANIEL and VIRGINIA JOHNSTON SAFFORD, '47, Columbia,
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Miss., February 2.
Son, Robert W ., to Maj. and Mrs . HENRY
W . SCHARF, '46, Northbrook, Ill., February
21.
Daughter, to JoHN and BETTY SCHMIDT,
'50, April6.
Son, to JoHN and CHRISTINE SCIANAMBLO,
' 50, April 7.
First child, Jayne A., to Lt. WILLIAM and
CHARMAINE HILGEFORD TALBOT, '53, El
Paso, Texas, April 12.
Daughter, to KENNETH and ELIZABETH
TRIMBACH, '47, April 8.
Daughter, to FRANCIS and CAROL TUITE,
' 50, March 9.
Sixth child, second son, William P ., to Mr.
and Mrs. JoSEPH VARLEY, '40.
Daughter, to JEROME and PAULINE WESTENDORF, '43, April 9.
First child, Michael K., to Mr. and Mrs.
W. J . ZIMMERMAN, '49, April 2.
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Eu GENE ZIMMERMAN, '33, March 5. ;

his first novel, "Kriegie's Journey " published by Exposition Press. It's now in its
third printing, 15,000 copies.
Earl stopped on campus the last week in
February on his way to Chicago for personal appearances. He has signed a five year
contract with his publisher for a "book-ayear." His next, due in December, has the
working title, "Every Man Has His Mountain."
VINCENT E. POEPPELMEIER has been appointed assistant superintendent of the Middletown, Connecticut generating plant of the
Hartford Electric Light Co. He joined the
company in 1948.
MR. and MRS. WILLIAM P. SHERMAN spent
some time in Ft. Lauderdale and while there
had Mrs. Vincent Donise as a guest.

1942
XAVIER COVARRUBIAS visited the campus in
March on a business trip for the first time
since he graduated.
He has his own civil engineering and contracting firm in Mexico City and is teaching
civil engineering at the University of Mexico. He is married and has five children.
FRANCES KIEFER DEPREE is now living at
865 E. Lake Forest Avenue, Whitefish Bay,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
DR. MICHAEL HALEY, JR., has been elected
and is now serving as president of the Dayton Dental Society succeeding Dr. Jack
Reiling.
SHERIFF " BENO" KEITER was one of those
invited to the "big" atom bomb test in the
flats of Nevada in late April.

1943
DR. ROBERT MILLONIG is living temporarily
at 106 West 56th St., New York, on a special
assignment with the John Hopkins University department of microbiology. He will
return to Baltimore September 1.

1944
REv. DONALD MciNTOSH has assumed the
pastorate of the Methodist church in Hampstead, Maryland, coming from Union Bridge.
FRANK WELCH has moved from Columbus
to Park Blvd., E. Liverpool, Ohio.

1945
DR. JACK KELBLE is now living in St. Monica's parish, Milwaukee.
CHARLES and JANICE MILNE are living at
1401 Philo Rd., Urbana, Ill., while Charles
attends the University of Illinois.
JoE WELSH is a sales engineer for the Aero
Manufacturing Co., and makes his headquarters at 2057 Seymour Avenue, in
Cincinnati.

1946
DONALD J. KREITZER got his doctorate in
political science at Ohio State University in
March.

1947
]OHN E. DREXLER has moved from Irvington, New Jersey, to 1117 Baxter Avenue,
Louisville, Kentucky.
EDWARD LOWRY has been in the real estate
business in Dayton for the last seven years,
the last five with his own company specializing in plat development, appraisal and investment work.

1948
DR . jOE FITZSIMMONS is specializing in
bone surgery at the Children 's Hospital in
Milwaukee. His wife Anne is a radiologist.
WILLIAM V . HOMAN has moved from Dayton to 132 Bradstreet Road, Centerville.

1949
REV. GEORGE W . LAWRENCE, JR ., is now
the associate pastor of the First Congregational church, Burlington, Vermont. He and
his wife, as well as George III and Virginia,
their children, are living at 319 S. Union St.,
in Burlington.
]AMES ]. PFEIFFER has moved to 253 N.
Harrison, Batavia, Illinois, from Kokomo,
Indiana.
ANNE WHEELER is now living in Monitor,
Washington.
BoB YouNG has moved from Glendale,
Cal., to become group sales representative
for the Occidental Life Insurance Co. in the
Philadelphia area. He is living at 6126 Parkview Apts., Collingswood, N . ].

Convention Goers

1950

Two of our osteopathic alumni- Dr. Ralph
Deger, '34, and Dr. Louis Hoersting, '35 ,
attended the Osteopathic Society of Proctology in Philadelphia in mid-April.

CARL R. BEATTY is an engineer at WrightPatterson Air Force Base.
CAPT. Lou CARAS is stationed in Austria
with the 55 4 Q. M . Co., APO 541, N . Y.
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LEROY FINKE has moved from Brawley,
Cal., to Stewart, Nevada.
GEORGIA O 'CoNNEL L HARMON is now living at 2646 Ramona St., East Meadow, New
York.
MR . and MRS. ]IM LEIST are back in Da yton .
W ERN ER LOSH is now living at 355 West
85th St., New York City.
MERRILL LUTHMAN is a manufacturer's representative with James B. Rishel Co., in
Dayton, and is living at 14 Dean Place.
LT. HANK MATHENY is now serving with
the 47th Inf. Regt., Co. K., APO 35, New
York.
BILL McKINLEY is in Pittsburgh as ribbon
representative for the Minnesota Mining aAd
Manufacturing Co., and is living at 409
Forliview Rd ., Glenshaw, Penn.
MA URICE PRATHER is vice-president and
sales manager of the Cincinnati Die Casting
Co., in the Queen City.
DR. VICTOR SHAMPTON has moved his medical offices to the Page Manor Shopping Arcade in Dayton.
] . P . TARTAGLIONE has moved to 940 Hastings Ranch Drive, Pasadena, Calif.

1951
ROB ERT K. ALBERTS transferred from Lexington, Va., to Lenoir, North Carolina.
K URT M . FISH is a master at the Watkinso n
School, Hartford, Conn., while studying for
his master's degree at Trinity College, Hartford, Conn.
BoB FLYNN, who represents Allied Mills
Co. factory and mill agents, was a campus
returnee this spring. He is living at 110 Halls
Lane, Lexington, Ky.
BERNIE GUILFOYLE, football coach at the
Piqua Catholic High School, resigned to become head basketball coach and assist in
football at St. Joseph High, Cleveland.
ESTHER HANKINS is now in the Mt. Notre
Dame Convent, Reading, Ohio.
MARY HElBER is head of the blood bank at
a Brooklyn, N . Y., hospital, and is living
at 121 West 76th St., New York, N . Y.
EuGENE ]ABLINSKI is attending the University of Cincinnati law school.
DONALD F. KERR is with the art department
of the L. M. Berry Co., Dayton.
SAM P . MELLAS is living in Oxford, Ohio.
H UBERT ] . MILLER has been teaching in the
American School in San Salvador, for the
past year. He can be addressed at Escuela
Americana, Apartado Postal 312, San Salvador, El Salvador, S. A.
RICHARD MONTAGUE is a general management trainee with the Gardner Board and
Carton Company in Middletown . He is
heading for a position in the operations division of the company.
CHRIS]. PERROTTA has moved from Buffalo
to 236 92nd St., Brooklyn, New York.
W.ALTER THOME has returned to Toledo
from Albuquerque, New Mexico.
GEORGE E. ZIMMERMAN passed the Ohio
state bar examination in February.
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1952
DOUGLASS and GEORGE BIERSACK, both
U D faculty members, have moved into new
homes in Dayton.
After two years of accounting work with the
Municipal Housing Authority in Ponce,
Puerto Rico, MIGUEL CARBONELL has now
changed to private industry.
BILL CHRISTIAN is working as an investigator for a nation-wide firm and is now
living at 28 Lynmouth Rd. , Malverne, N . Y.
JosEPH P. CIVILLE has returned from the
University of Indiana and is living at 1308
Grand Avenue, Dayton .
]IM DouGLASS adopted a six-month-old son,
Brian Wayne, in mid-March .
CLAYTON H . GANTN ER, ]R. , has moved
from Brookville into Dayton.
]IM HoRVATH has been appointed assistant
director of public relations for the Dayton
Community Chest.
THOMAS HARRIGAN, ]R., has returned to
Dayton from Hollis, New York and is living at 112 Illinois A venue.
HELEN ROBINETTE jOHNSON is working in
hemato·logy at the University of Michiga n
H ospital, Ann Arbor, and is living at 6091;2
E. William St.
PEG KUNKA has been elected treasurer of
the Montgomery County Young Republicans.

]IM

S0-0-0-0 Sorree
In the March issue of the ALUMNUS we inadvertently dropped the name McCartney
from the story telling of the whereabouts of
Gerald and Dee Carcelli McCARTNEY.
To Gerry we offer our apologies and we
know that it ain't the men that change their
name in a marriage.

]. C. RICHARD has accepted a position with
Ernst and Ernst in their Cleveland office as
an accountant.

1953
MARGARET AMMANN is a chemist with the
research department of the Procter and Gamble Company in Cincinnati.
DoNALD BANGE has been discharged from
the service and has returned home.
PvT. WALTER CASSIDY is serving with Co.
C., 100th Tank Bn., 1st Armd . Div. at Ft.
Hood, Texas.
CPL. ANTHONY CIANI has been commended
for outstanding service as a stenographer
for the Inspector General's section of the
7th Infantry Division in Korea.
BILL CuTCHER was named basketball coach
of the year in Cincinnati this year.
]ACK DONOVAN, ]R., has joined the staff of
the Saginaw, Michigan Community Chest
and Council. He rect:ived his master's degree
in social work from Ohio State in March .
ROBERT E. DOVEY has been promoted to
1st Lt. as a platoon leader with the 364th
Regt., 69th Infantry Div., Ft. Dix, N . ] .
LT. ]ACK GANNON is stationed at Anchor-

PROJIISBO fDfDRB
CARL R. BEATTY, '50, engaged to Georgeanna Hudson. Summer wedding.
MARILYN CATRON, '53, engaged to Robert
L. Nolan, July 9 wedding, St. James church.
]OAN L. CROWE, '52, engaged to E. Robert
Elkins, North Vernon, Ind ., June 19 wedding.
K URT M. FISH, '5 1, engaged to Ann Fry.
MARY R UTH HOFFERBERT, '5 1, engaged to
D onald M cFarland. June 18 wedding.
EUGENE }ABLI NSK I, '51, engaged to J osephine Ro nicki. Jun e 11 wedding, St. Adalbert church.
WILLIAM T. Lo E, '52, engaged to Mary
Juergens, Springfield, Ohio. Jul y 9 wedding.
SANDRA MACCALL UM, '54, engaged to
Thomas ] . Caulfield, Piqua, June 25 wedding, Sacred Heart church.
FRANCIS M ALONEY, '49, engaged to Sue
Ann Rile y, '55.
FRANCIS RATAICZAK, '54, engaged to Alma
H elmes . Ma y wedding.
PAUL WILKENS, '50, engaged to Joan Kuntz,
summer wedding.
RAYMOND G. WITTMAN, '54, engaged to
Clarissa Frey, June 18 wedding.
age, Alaska and recently took part in the
Army 's "Operation Snowbird " testing winter military equipment.
LT. Russ jOHNSON, motor pool officer with
the Fourth Armored Division at Ft. Hood,
Texas, invented a portable grease rack which
will support a two-and-a half-ton truck.
LT. DONALD LEES E is now stationed at Ft.
Campbell, Kentucky.
PAUL N. PETERS is now at 50 Salem Road ,
Hicksville, New York.
jOHN]. PFEIFFER is back in Dayton and out
of service.
LTS. ]IM BALL, BILL CAHOE, HENRY
KIRSHE, jACK MARTIN and BOB SEIFERT
are all at Ft. Benning in training.

KELLY SMITH is information and education
clerk with the Ambulance Company, of the
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1st Division Medical Bn., in Germany.
SANDRA STEVEN GROVER was a therapeutic
dietician at the Sibley Memorial Hospital,
Washington, D . C. until her marriage on

LT. LELAND ZIMMERL!N is administrative
officer of the Southeastern Signal School,
Camp Gordon, Georgia.
LT. KENNETH ESHBAUGH will graduate
from his course at Ft. Benning in Ma y.

Long Island in May.

PvT. ELMER }IRA is attending topographic
computing school at Ft. Belvoir, Va., as part
of the Army Engineers Map Compiling
service.

1954
LTS. }OHN ANDERSON, CHARLES GENTILE
and ToM O'CoNNELL are all at Ft. Benning.
EMILY BENHAM is back in Dayton after a
teaching assignment in Encino, Calif.
M. LUCILLE BRINING is head nurse at the
Brown H ospital, Veteran's Administration
Center in D ayton.
PvT. DoN EKBERG is with the Third Spec.
Trng. Co., Armd. Rep!. Trng. Center at Ft.
Knox, K y.

1-

1

I
Lt. Louis Silverii

LT. LOUIS SILVERI! has graduated from the
Marine Corps School at Quantico and is
now stationed at Camp Le Jeune.

VINCE MALLOY is teaching fourth grade at
the Brunswick School in Medina County,
Ohio and getting his master's at Akron University. He is living at 2038 White Pond
Drive, Akron.
NEIL R. McDoNALD is teaching at Fairmont
Junior High School in suburban Kettering
Village.
LT. HAROLD 0KITA is the manager of the
39th Regt. baseball team, the Falcons.

FLYERS HIT JACKPOT IN PRO COURT DRAFT

Jack Sallee

Chris Harris

John Horan

The University of D ayton batted 1.000 in
the professional basketball draft this spring.
Three Flyers were eligible and all three were
picked up by pro clubs.
Top spot went to Johnny Horan who was
the No. 1 draft choice of the Ft. Wayne Zollner Pistons, the team that missed being nati onal champions by just two points.
The team that won the title, Syracuse,
picked Jumpin' Jack Sallee in the third
round and the Milwaukee Hawks bid for
Chris Harris.
Horan in all probability will join ex-Flyer
Don ( Monk) Meineke with the Zollners.

Sallee and Harris, however, still haven't
come up with anything concrete in the way
of contract offers.
Both undoubtedly would like to give pro
basketball a fling.
The trio have been fan favorites for four
seasons on the Hilltop and were key factors
in keeping the Flyers ranked near the top of
the nation's collegiate basketball ratings.
Horan steps out as the school's second
highest scorer. The lean young man from
Minneapolis finished with 1757 points.
Sallee finished with 1610 and Harris with
605. Chris, of course, was the Flyers· play-

maker.
Horan and Sallee join the select field of
six Flyers who scored more than 1000 points
in their careers. Still tops is Monk Meineke
with 1848.
Also over the 1000-point mark were Leland (Junior) Norris and Chuck Grigsby.
Billy Uh l with another full season to go has
scored 1129.
Horan, Harris, and the Jumpin' Jack compiled their records over a four-year span
while Meineke, Norris and Grigsby played
just three years of varsity ball. Uhl also will
be a three-year man.
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He's The Guy That Proves It In Cincinnati
150,000 tests a year. Yep, and he's been at
it for 36 years. That's Otto Behrer's job as
city chemist in Cincinnati.
" Doc," as they call him in the city circles
in the Queen City, was UD '17 . Thirty
yea rs ago he and his staff conducted on! y
30,000 tests. Now it's five times that number a year.
The tests are for every conceivable disease, degree of purity and sanitation. And
he's got the unit cost down to 20 cents per
specimen, " mighty, mighty low," he says,
"compared to other cities ."
The city laboratories of which D oc is the
boss do work for all city departments and
health agencies such as Children's Home,
Workhouse Hospital, Juvenile Court, Union
Bethel Clinic, the Red Cross, HillcrestGlenview Schools. General Protestant
Orphan 's Home and Dunham H ospital outpatients to name a few.
Besides he daily analyzes downtown tap
water, tests restaurant and cafe sanitation,
approves water taken on by river boats and
railroads, and checks upon dairy pasteurization.

Doc's spats are as familiar to all as his
caution.
He continually points out that he is not
infallible. But since the sobriety test was
instituted in 1941, drunken driving convictions have risen from 70 per cent to well

over 90 per cent.
There's a little-told tale concerning Doc
and the Anna Marie Hahn poison murders.
After the woman was held in Cincinnati
for other authorities it was discovered that
she was the woman local police were looking for in connection with the mysterious
death of several elderly men.
One of the bodies had been exhumed after
Doc had assured Frank Gusweiler, then an
assistant county prosecutor, that if poison
caused the death it could be found and detected in the remains.
As "Doc" tells it, the late Dudley Outcalt, then prosecutor, was about to answer
a writ for Mrs. Hahn's release, and since
at that moment there was not enough evidence to hold her, she would have been
liberated except for " Doc's" dramatic telephoned assurance that "my tests prove
there's enough poison present in the corpse
to convict her." He was right, Mrs. Hahn
was electrocuted and a defense attorney
later complimented Behrer for his fairness
during his five hours of testimony and cross
examination.

Three-Way Move

DON CARLOS, BELLMAKER OF BEXAR
IS COL. CARL CRANE OF TEXAS
" D o n Carlos Jose Garza, Bellmaker of
Bexar, is at your service." Don Carlos is a
creative engineer. A one-man research institute, you might say.
He even invented a name for himself
since Carl Joseph Crane, '25, wouldn't convince anyone that a feller bearing that handle could cast replicas of the old Spanish
mission bells.
Anyway, that's how come Col. Carl ].
Crane, U. S. Air Force, retired, came to be
Don Carlos Jose Garza. Garza is what the
Mexicans use for a crane bird.
While Don Carlos was an Air Force
colonel- he was with the Wild Blue Yonder lads for 25 years-he saw duty in California, where mission bells were all about,
both genuine and souvenir type.
The San AntoniO-born colonel got to
thinking San Antonio's missions needed
some bells in a handy, carry-home size. So
now he is in the business.
No, he didn't know a thing about casting bells when he got out of the Air Force.
But he started looking for a recipe for bell
metal (80 per cent copper, 20 per cent tin
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is basic but some bells also use a dash of
zinc and lead) .
Don Carlos went through books about
bells and found they were most! y full of
legend, tradition, history and poems; very
little about how to make them. That's when
the creative engineer in him started coming
out. He simply started making bells, ringing them and trying again.
Bexar's mission bells are today ringing in
towns as far away as Illinois and Arizona.
Having thus figured out the matter of how
to mix up a batch of bell metal, Don Carlos
presumably is "available for other problems. "
The foregoing was written for the Sunday
San Antonio Express-News by feature
writer Bill Reddell. It needs little to be
added from us except to say that Carl has
prepared (or should we say Don Carlos prepared) an interesting folder on the story
of bells and the Texas missions. Anyone
interested can contact him at 833 Bandera
Road, San Antonio.

It was a three-way move involving three
UD alumni when Fred M . Kerr, '31, announced his resignation as first assistant
county prosecutor of Montgomery County
to devote full time to his law practice.
Prosecutor Matt Heck chose Herbert M.
Jacobson, '3 1, an assistant prosecutor since
1946, as first assistant and then later announced the appointment of Francis C.
Canny, '09, as an assistant prosecutor replacing Jacobson .
Canny had previously been in the county
prosecutor's office during the period 193133 and was U. S. District Attorney in Dayton during the period 1933-1940.

Community Service Posts
UD men are distinguishing themselves in
community service activities here in Dayton.
A good example is shown among the officers of the Dayton Community Chest.
Two UD men hold top offices-Eugene
Ma y!, '20, is the first vice-president of the
organization for the current year and William P . Patterson, '29, is second vicepresident.
Merle P. Smith, is the first vice-president
of the Dayton Chamber of Commerce and
Robert Renner is a Board member there.
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COHPLB'I'BD CJRBBRS
Albertus J. Althoff, '93
A City of Dayton employee for 41 years, he
was acting city manager in 1948. He started
with the city in 1908 in the water division
and was appointed secretary to the city manager in 1921, a post he held under three city
managers. Father of Dr. William R. Althoff, '30. Died February 13.

James P. Carney
Father of Angela Carney Ianni, '49. He died
January 29.

Mrs. Marie Connors
Mother of Edward J. Connors, '35. She died
March 27.

Mrs. Marie Feinerer
Mother of Lee W . Feinerer, '42. She died
March 28.

Loretta King Gill
Wife of James Gill, '49, and sister qf Edwin
King, '49. Survivors include four children.
Died February 12.

Rev. George M. Holl, D.P., '33
Assistant pastor of Holy Name Church,
Brooklyn, New York. Died March 13.

Connecticut Success
At first a bookkeeper and now executive
vice-president. That's the story of James
Gale, '30, and his career with the Investors
Mortgage Company of Bridgeport.
Jim joined the company in 1930 and in
25 years has come through all the ranks as
the company has grown. It is now the largest of its type in Connecticut and employs
34 people.
They deal in real estate, insurance, mortgage loans, property management, rents,
appraisals, mortgage investment and mortgage servicing.
Jim and his wife, the former Ruth Hartley of Dayton have four children : Sandra,
an R.N.; David, a sophomore at the University of Bridgeport; as well as Gretchen
and David, both in school.
During World War II Jim was a lieutenant commander in the Navy. Since then
he has been active in the Navy League, having been local Council president; State president and now national director. In the last
few years he has taken two cruises as a
civilian guest of the Navy; in 1953 through
the Mediterranean on the BALTIMORE; and
in 195 4, visiting Navy bases in the Pacific
aboard the HELENA.

1'1/B BBllS CHIHB FOB
SARAH C. HoRTON, '53, married James D .
Bonebrake, Fairmount Presbyterian church,
February 5.
LT. DONALD A. LEESE, '53, married Martha
Jo Jones, Trinity Reformed church, Canton,
April9.
VIRGINIA MACMILLAN, '51, married Donald Varga, May 21, Resurrection church,
WILB UR C. McCLOSKEY, '5 0, married
Nancy A. Hagedorn, April 16, Corpus
Christi church.
NEIL R. McDONALD, '54, married Ellen
Spang, May 21, St. Albert the Great church.
RICHARD SMITH, '50, married Patricia Fitzgerald, April 16, St. Lawrence church, Muncie, Ind .
THOMAS SPITZIG, 49, married Barbara L.
Nurrenbrock, Immaculate Conception
church
SANDRA L. STEVENS, '53 , married Leroy W.
Grover, May 14, Lindenhurst, N . Y.

Mrs. Bessie Israel
Mother of David, Jr., '38; Betty I. Wick,
'41; and Kenneth Israel, '43. Died March 2.

Edward M. Kahoe, '01
A retired engineer, he had been associated
with the Bell Telephone Company of Pennsylvania for 45 years before his retirement
in 1947.
He is survived by his brother, Thomas P.
Kahoe, '02, and a sister. Died March 17.

John Kelble
General superintendent of the International
Tool Co. and father of Therese K. Hickey,
'49; Dr. John A., '45; Lt. Jerome, '51; and
David Kelble, '52. Died April 10.

Mrs. Margaret Koehler
Mother of Johanna Koehler Ruff, '35. Died
April? .

Mrs. Mary Maloney
Mother of Daniel ]. Maloney, '32. Died
February 12.

Mrs. Magdalena Millonig
Mother of Dr. Edward A., '36; Arthur, '40;
and Magdalene Millonig, '49. Died March
27.

Harry Schelhaas
Father of Harry Schelhaas, Jr., '3 2. Died
April 5.

Mrs. Lillian Sheeran
Mother of Lillian Sheeran RCiiling, '39; Donald E., '39; and Edward F. Sheeran, '43 .
Died February 15.

Mrs. Dudley Washington, '46
Wife of Col. Dudley Washington, '30. Died
at Shephard Air Force Base Hospital, April
7.
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Jim Gale

CLEVELAND

MONTGOMERY COUNTY

SOROSIS

In the chapter elections held in April members of the athletic fraternity seemed to take
over. Brian McCall, '49, basketball coach at
Cathedral Latin, was elected president;
Chuck Noll, '53, of the Cleveland Browns,
vice-president; Marlo Termini, '52, basketball coach at Holy Name, secretary; Dan
Ferrazza, '51, assistant football coach at St.
Joseph's, treasurer; Bill Gutbrod, '50, football coach at St. Joseph's, program chairman; and Jim Lemming, '53, coach at Cleveland Heights High School, publicity chairman.
The chapter had its annual communion
breakfast on May 22.

On Friday night, April 15th, the chapter
sponsored an alumni dance at Hilltop. Nearly 100 couples were there to enjoy the music
and dancing. They represenred classes from
1930 to the present.
At a recent meeting of the Boa rd of Directors of the chapter, final plans were laid for
the 5th annual alumni dinner dance to be
held at the Miami Valley Golf Club on
Saturday, June 4th. Election of officers is
now in progress and the new officers will be
installed at the dance. They will serve for
the 1955-56 term. Three awards for chapter
service, civic and professional achievement
will also be made at the dance.

The women of Sorosis have adopted a local
needy family and made providing for them
their project for the year. They held a dance
in February to raise funds. So far they have
been able to present the family with a refrigerator, washer, stove, a baby bed, two
other beds and mattresses, a chair, two
lamps, a radio and clothing for the children.
The project is continuing.

GENERAL
So many alumni have enjoyed returning
for the Homecoming football game each
Fall and for the alumni banquet that traditionally follows , and always there are many
questions asked about you and your family.
As a result, Robert F. Lang, '32, suggested
and has begun "Operation Family Portrait."
If you have a picture that you can spare, in
the 5x7 or 8x!O size range, send it in to the
alumni office. Make sure that you identify
each member of your family and indicate
your address and class. The pictures will
be hung at the Homecoming Dinner in a
tremendous display that will enable your"
friends to learn your latest address and see
how well you've done family-wise. It will
renew many old acquaintances.

NEW YORK
The Hotel Belvedere at 316 W. 49th St. was
the scene of constant alumni activity during the N.I.T. Get-togethers were held
Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday nights before and after each game. Headed by Bill
Carolan, '27, President of the New York
Alumni Chapter, over 4000 people attended
the functions. Arrangements were made by
R. C. "Jim" Brown, '34. Alumni Secretary
Mary Shay, '44, was in New York renewing
many ties with the alumnt group there.

YOU CAN HELPThe University Public Relations office is interested in keeping an up-to-date file of
stories and events concerning UD. There is
no problem keeping abreast of Dayton
papers. However, it's the out-of-town and
out-of-state papers that pose the problem.
Clip services have failed to do the job.
Perhaps you, the alumni, can help. Whenever you see a piece about the University
or anyone connected with it, how about
clipping it out and sending it on to the PR
office?
You might hang on to the clips for a
week or so and send in a batch at once.
We're interested in all stories, sports, academic, etc., that mention the University.
How about it-can you lend a hand?

Dick Dunkel Visits UD.
Dick Dunkel of football and basketball
rating system fame visited the hilltop in
May. He talked over rule changes and Flyer
basketball prospects with Coach Tommy
Blackburn.

ALUMNI FUND TO DATE
GOAL
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It's getting late, it's getting late,
Oh where, Oh where is Twenty-eight?
That bit of doggerel is our final plea to
find a copy of the class photograph of th6
class of '28, the only one missing from the
walls of St. Mary's.

The pictures start with this one of the
class of 1921 and continue right up to date
with the exception of the boys from 1928.
Oh where, Oh where has that little
class gone.
Oh where, Oh where can they be?
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Here's Your LAST CHANCE
Want to get a bit closer to Flyer teams? Many

Here's your chance to get copies of the 1955

alumni have expressed a desire to receive the
pre-season press books fo r Dayton football and

football brochure which will be published in
August and the basketball brochure which will

basketball teams . These publications by the Pub-

be out in November.

lic Relations Department have been very fa-

Just fill in the blank and mail to the PR Office

vorably received by p ress, radio, and TV men

with a $1 .25 check-that covers books and

throughout the country.

mailing. Better order now .

, - ----------- -------- -----------------Just fill in tire blank
anti mail to tire PR OHice
with a $1.25 Check
that covers books
anti mailing
Better order now!

Please mail me one copy each of the 1955 Flyer football and basketball brochures.
Am enclosing a check for $1.25 to cover costs.
Name __________________________________________

Address_______________________________________

City _______________________._one _ _State.___________

